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A: No, it's a longitude and latitude, however when in google maps view it's worth zero miles. You need to get a more accurate representation of the place but that's probably beyond the scope of this board. Facebook faces its first legal test in Europe A European Union court is expected to rule on Thursday whether Facebook broke EU data-protection laws by tracking users even if they
had unfriended them. The case, which has shadowed Facebook since it was brought in 2012, is the first in which EU data protection regulators, the European data protection supervisor and 20,000 people have sought damages from the social-network giant. Lawyers for the complainants accuse Facebook of using large numbers of automated scripts to trawl through users’ email accounts
and try to draw conclusions from their interactions on the network. Facebook denies being responsible for this. Alma van der Bolt, a lawyer who represents one of the complainants, said she was hopeful that the judge would consider that “the users had, in fact, unfriended him.” The case involves people in the Netherlands, Belgium and Sweden who claim that Facebook scraped personal

data from them without their consent and then used it to generate profiles that were more targeted towards their political and religious leanings. Facebook and some other social networks provide software that can be used to automatically track people’s activities on them. They can track whether a person likes a page on Facebook, or has shared a particular news story. The problem,
according to people who helped devise EU data protection law, is that people think they can control who can see their interactions on a social network. So “do not like” or “unfriend” are triggers that cause the software to stop tracking. But social networks can work out what has been posted to users’ timelines, and also infer that other users “like” or “read” the material. “Automated systems
can systematically extract profiles from data collected from users’ activities on the social network,” a judge in the European court of justice concluded in the case in June last year. He said Facebook had broken EU data protection law, and ordered it to amend its systems. Facebook, which is based in California, was not part of that decision. The company has previously said that it did not

have all the required data about

Folio Investing brokers make life easier for traders by providing complete trading software to automate their workflows. Is one of the fastest growing Indian start-up that is creating a new wave in the Indian economy. Folio is an India's leading broker for equity and equity derivatives. Download Folio Trader and experience simplicity and quality. If any user want to improve in charting
then definitely use our charting software Chartnexus. Chart Nexus is one of the oldest free software I have seen before which offers almost all the features of a real charting software for free. Chart Nexus is a free as well as paid charting software which is available for download. The software is basically used for free to stock charts. Intentions are best to release free tools to public which
helps people for making investment more easy. Chart Nexus is one such tool which has been developed and released for free by Foresight C. Limited (a registered Association of Indian Brokers). Folio Trader is a charting software provided by Folio (a division of ING) for the novice trader. Folio is an online broker in India, listed on the Bombay stock exchange. Folio Trader offers daily
free charting for its users. One can view the market price, various technical indicators, a simple chart, a calculator and historical data. The instrument charts are only available for NSE. . Folio Trader is a charting software provided by Folio (a division of ING) for the novice trader. Folio is an online broker in India, listed on the Bombay stock exchange. Free Chart Nexus Xperttrader. 4

Multilevel and Cellular Marketing. My Basic Marketing Budget Is $300.A financial analysis look at the dating sites in canada for cell phones and their effectiveness. London-based Cellphone Telecommunications or Cellphone Telecommunications, is a look at online dating sites in canada, though traditional mobile phone companies. In reality, in like ways of some other dating sites, there
are some dating sites canada for cell phones where the only thing they offer is free. 9 Rules That Will Save You Thousands From Dating Sites Canada. The world of online dating can be very confusing. If you’re new to the site or haven’t used an online dating site, it can be a bit overwhelming. Most people on the site are looking for a relationship or at least a date. Check out our 2013
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